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Carnival Australia is proud to support the Nautical Institute and
in particular the NI's commitment to help drive continuous
improvement of professional marine standards.
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Well I know the committee members have
been busy jetting around the globe on
business (and occasional leisure
activities), and in some cases able to tie in
some NI duties at HQ in London.
Yours truly has spent six weeks in Hawaii
seconded to the largest naval exercise in
the world: RIMPAC - Rim of the Pacific.
With 22 nations, more than 40 ships and
submarines, 20000 sailors, marines,
airmen and soldiers participating, and
sending three former warships to the
bottom of the briny (one at the hands of
the RAN submarine Farncomb), it’s been
a heck of a ride. Checkout the footage and
articles at: RIMPAC 2012.
Eager for news updates from the NI? Try
the social links on the back page: Linked
In, Facebook and Twitter. It’s not spam: it’s
engaging, current professional dialogue.
Some extracts are included in this
newsletter to whet your appetite. Let me
know if you know of other information
streams worthy of note for our members.
As always, your contributions to the
branch newsletter are most welcome!
Please make sure you forward these to
ashleypapp@gmail.com. Thanks to
contributing members for this edition of the
Newsletter, including Iain Kerr for his
article on marriage at see and, of course,
Roger Womersley: this month an extract
on the Costa Concordia salvage plan.
Stay safe and keep the land on the left,
Editor.

Contact Details

The NI SE Australia Branch Committee
2012-2013:
Chairman – Mike Drake
mike.drake@carnivalaustralia.com
Vice-Chairman – David Bendall
david@maritrade.com.au
Treasurer – John Harding
jdharding@optusnet.com.au
Secretary – Jillian Carson-Jackson
sec@nisea.org
Mailing address:
3/41 Crisp Circuit, Bruce, ACT 2617
Canberra Liaison – Iain Kerr
Iain.kerr@msa.gov.au
Victoria Liaison – Ian Liley
Ian.liley@portofmelbourne.com
South Australia Liaison – Howard Pronk
cammarine@bigbutton.com.au
Committee Members:
Ken Edwards: squarerig@bigpond.com
Justin Jones: Justin.jones@defence.gov.au
Barclay Ross: barclay.r@optusnet.com.au
Richard Toone: rtpilot@optusnet.com.au
Ashley Papp: ashleypapp@gmail.com
Michael Squires: Michael.Squires@atsb.gov.au
Iain Steverson: iainsteverson@netspace.net.au

NOTICE
Next NI SE Australia Branch Meeting
When: 9 August 2012
Where: NSW Sports Club, Hunter Street, Sydney
When: 1800 for 1830.
Speaker: Capt.Peter Lambert, Regional Director IIMS
Australasia, "Raising Professional Standards in Marine
Surveying"
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Noticeboard
May 2012 Presentation
Shankar Ramanathan from NSW Roads and Maritime was guest speaker at the combined
NISEA-CMMA dinner on 9 May at the NSW Sports Club in Sydney. Shankar engaged the
audience on the intricacies of the NSW approach to Safety Culture and Safety Management
Systems on commercial vessels, outlining in particular the benefits of the carrot rather than just
stick approach to awareness, education, engagement, training and compliance. Not only is it
imperative for safety and business to have a safe working environment and safety culture, but
the team members have to own the system, live the system and comply. That only happens
when the safety culture is ingrained in the day to day activities of all involved. How does one
ensure a safety culture? That’s the trick as ship managers know. The presentation was a
fascinating reminder of the benefits of safety in business, and the financial benefits in the long
term of keeping the people and the equipment safe and on line. For more information on the
NSW commercial vessel safety systems visit the NSW Maritime website. Thanks Shankar.
IIMS conference invitation
Members are advised of the IIMS Australian conference on the James Craig titled ‘Raising
Professional Standards in Marine Surveying’. In August 2012 there will be just 4 months left until
major changes to the way marine safety is delivered in Australia are implemented. The
conference will focus on the implications of the changes, and what will await them in 2013. For
more information, visit the website at: www.iimsaustralasia.org
Newcastle News
The Newcastle ex-officio sub-committee is holding a dinner on the evening of Thursday 15th
August at the Custom House restaurant for local NI members with a view to looking at future
proceedings locally. For details contact Iain Steverson: iainsteverson@netspace.net.au
Compass Adjusters Meeting
A meeting of Magnetic Compass Adjusters planned to be held in Townsville, Queensland,
Australia on the 6th and 7th of October 2012. For more information please contact Captain
Raymond Pincott CMM, MNI, E: shop@thenavigationcentre.com.au or P: +61 7 4772 1069.
If you have an event or date for the Noticeboard, please provide prior to the deadline for input to the next
newsletter. Remember, this is your newsletter!

Fellowship of the Royal Institute of Navigation
The Royal Institute of Navigation, at their 2 May Council meeting, elected our South East
Australia Branch of the Nautical Institute Secretary, Ms Jillian Carson-Jackson, to Fellowship
of their Institute.
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The Award was presented at the AGM of the RIN on 11 July at the Royal Geographical Society
in London. Sadly HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, FNI, was unwell and unable to present
the award personally. The Citation, as they do, simply said:
“In recognition of her contribution to the development of vessel tracking and monitoring systems
in support of safe navigation.”
T h e r e a l i t y, b e h i n d t h a t c l a s s i c a l
understatement, is a career to date with the
Canadian Coastguard, the International
Association of Lighthouse Authorities in Paris,
and with the Australian Maritime Safety
Authority in Canberra, focused on VTS and
now extending into the oversight of pilotage
services in the Torres Strait and the Great
Barrier Reef. Jillian has been a VTS teacher,
and author of the NI publication on VTS. Other
areas that come to mind are AIS and LRIT.
Jillian is also, of course, an Associate Fellow of
the Nautical Institute (AFNI) where we focus on the command and control of sea-going ships.
The Royal Institute of Navigation has a different, and much wider, focus on navigation itself. To
be an Associate Fellow of the NI, and to then become a full Fellow of the RIN is a tremendous
achievement. The RIN was delighted to inform Jillian that she was elected to Fellowship of the
Institute. They added that Council have asked to convey their congratulations and to which were
added those of the staff at the RIN.
It goes without saying that the Committee and Membership of the SEA branch of the NI are very
proud of the achievements of their Secretary Jillian, and add their own heartiest congratulations.

Can Google Track Warships Better than DoD?
Navy Times, 4 June 2012
http://www.marinelink.com/news/warships-google-better345184.aspx
Google’s claim that its new satellite space will enable ship-tracking of warships is simply
not true says expert.
No way, says Guy Thomas, a man who’s in a position to know because he designed the satellite
on which the information giant is renting space for its latest venture — a satellite that uses the
same technology the Navy and the Coast Guard use.
“Anybody driving along the shore with a pair of binoculars can see that destroyer out there.
That’s the only time those ships have AIS on,” said Thomas, the Coast Guard’s science and
technology adviser for maritime domain awareness.
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The controversy over AIS popped up after Michael Jones, chief technology advocate for Google
Ventures, said in a May 17 speech to the U.S. Naval Institute’s annual Joint Warfighting
Conference that his company was developing a system to track ships at sea globally —
including naval vessels.
AIS is just one piece of the Collaboration in Space for International Global Maritime Awareness,
an international collaboration to create a service that could be used by navies, coast guards,
first responders, the U.S. Transportation Department and those who track illegal resource
pillaging, like the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. C-SIGMA, which is still in
the planning phase, would combine information from four types of satellites to give ships a
better awareness of who is around them.

Naval base to be opened to cruise ships
ABC News, 15 July 2012
Tourism lobby groups say moves to open Sydney's Garden Island naval base to big cruise ships
will help boost one of the city's fast-growing industries. During a speech at the New South
Wales Labor conference this morning, Prime Minister Julia Gillard promised to expand the
number of guaranteed berths at Garden Island for visiting cruise ships which cannot fit under
the Harbour Bridge.
She also said a plan would be prepared to meet the long-term needs of the cruise industry. Ms
Gillard said in the short term, the Navy would allow three visits by superliners this coming
season and another three the next.
Hopes in the tourism industry were initially dashed when calls to use Garden Island were
declared to be in conflict with
naval requirements.
The Tourism Transport Forum's
John Lee says a compromise has
now been found for the expanding
cruise industry.
"The Government has listened
and therefore they are now going
to amend those arrangements to
allow those big ships ... to actually
access Garden Island for berthing
purposes," he said.
Sydney Lord Mayor Clover Moore
says the announcement is great
news for local businesses. She says the cruise ship industry is a big contributor to the national
economy, contributing around $3 billion a year, with much of that activity centred on Sydney.
Photo: The Queen Mary 2 edges into her berth at at the Garden Island naval
base in 2009 (James Morgan: AAP)
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Captain, captain, will you marry me at sea
Author: Iain F. Kerr.
The African Queen, Love Boat series, Pirates of the Caribbean, and even Star Trek, all show
captains marrying couples-in-love at sea (or on a lake or in space). And the perception that
captains can marry people extends from full sea captains to yachts and even wistfully to airline
flight captains.
However on the other hand, yacht chandlers used to sell pretty little brass plaques with the
cautionary wording that “marriages performed by the captain of this vessel are good for the
duration of the voyage only” – (last seen in the Navy Museum shop in Valparaiso last year).
The internet has surprisingly little information on captains marrying people at sea other than
confirming that sea captains, royal or merchant, who are entrusted with considerable other roles
and responsibilities, rarely have, or ever had, the authority to conduct marriages.
That captains can all marry couple at sea is therefore just a popular myth, possibly based on the
fact that, especially historically, many couples have been married at sea – but there are a
number of other explanations for this.
Firstly, the larger international ships of the sailing
ship era carried large crews – partly because they
were labour intensive, and partly because they
lost a lot of crew on the voyage so sailed with
extra. As part of the large crew they had a
practical hands-on master who knew how to sail
the ship; an educated pilot (or navigator) who
knew where to go and how to get back home; and
a captain who headed the expedition and was
often a merchant, or a political, military or religious
official. As such, the non-seafaring captains may well have held amongst their authorities that
of conducting marriages. This would particularly have been the case on Naval ships or ships of
the great trading companies such as the East Indiamen.
(Note that the terms “master” and “captain” now merge into one, with “master” being the
legalistic term while “captain” is the more commonly used. A parallel would be GP and Doctor).
The early ships were also from more religious cultures, sailing into the unknown, and often
carried clergymen in their crew – for whom marriage was a normal part of their duties – along
with daily prayers and burials at sea. Clergymen or civil officials could also be on board as
passengers.
Sailing ships were at sea for long periods – often for two or three years when exploring - and
then for several months on subsequent migrant voyages. Marriages may well have been
required during these periods and ships’ captains have to perform whatever is required of them,
and can invoke the principle of “agent of necessity” to perform functions such as marriage.
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Marriages therefore certainly did take place at sea, and will be found in the detail of family trees,
but would have predominantly been conducted by a clergyman on board, just as they would
ashore, but with the captain in attendance.
The captain would have witnessed the marriages, and would have recorded the marriages at
sea in the ship’s OLB or Official Log Book, and would have reported the marriage for recording
ashore at the next port of call. The captain would have fully participating in the signing and
registration part of the marriage alongside the clergyman - doing what would normally be done
in the church vestry. Occasionally, also, the clergyman would even marry a captain to a
passenger.
Marriages can still be conducted at sea if you continue to search the web, and read the cruise
ships adverts carefully, noting that marriage laws are different in different countries – including
the amount of notice that must be given – from one day in the Bahamas to one full month in
Australia, although both may apply for a reduction. Some countries do allow their captains to
marry couples at sea. The Japanese do – but only for Japanese passport holders.
Bermudan registered cruise liners do – if the captains are qualified celebrants - but advise that
you may have to settle for a duty officer rather than the captain himself. Maltese law allows
marriages at sea with 12 weeks notice. So do Liberia and Alaska – but all have small print and
may not be recognised in other countries. Some cruise liner companies have even changed
their flag of registration, so that they can advertise marriages at sea.
Otherwise the ceremony may be
conducted by a celebrant on
board – often in port by a local
celebrant with the ship providing
a backdrop venue and the
hospitality.
In Australia, the Marriage Act
does not extend to Australian
ships as such, or to the
Australian Antarctic Territory.
However it does allow for
marriages anywhere in Australia,
in any State or Territory, and
including the 12 miles of
Territorial Sea which includes any ship in port or within 12 miles - and this includes the Southern
Ocean Macquarie Island with its millions of penguins and masses of seals.
Captains of ships may also conduct re-affirmation ceremonies – being very careful to make
clear they are not marriages – although they can follow or precede legal marriages. It was
during one of these renewal-of-vows, as ship’s pilot in Antarctica, that I myself realised the only
way to say yes to “Captain, captain, will you marry me” was to qualify as a celebrant as well as
a captain.
Sea Captains are absolutely swamped with paperwork nowadays - so generally have little
inclination to take on any additional administration which is not absolutely essential.
Nevertheless there still are a few sea captains who are also celebrants (an AQTF Certificate 4
level – the same as Master 4), or celebrants who are sea captains (which takes a long time –
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from teenager to at least the late 20’s for an unlimited master qualification - and then probably
several years more experience to actually qualify as captain). These can then:
1. Marry people on board ships of any size or flag within the Australian 12 mile Territorial
Sea;
2. Work alongside the master of any such ship, as a pilot normally does, to marry couples
as a bridge team; or
3. Marry couples ashore in any Australian state or territory exactly the same as any other
civil marriage celebrant.
So next time someone asks me “Captain, Captain can you marry me?” the answer could well be
“Yes I can. Afloat or ashore.”

Costa Concordia Salvage Plan
Submitted by: Roger Womersley. Source: Not known.
Representatives from Costa Crociere and the Italo-American consortium Titan-Micoperi have
presented the details of their much anticipated plan to remove the wreck of Costa Concordia
from the Island of Giglio using cranes and caissons to float the vessel. Titan Salvage and
Micoperi were selected to remove the stricken Costa Concordia from Giglio Island after beating
out several leading salvage companies vying for the historic contract. Titan Salvage, part of the
Crowley Group, is an American-owned specialist marine salvage and wreck removal company
and is a world leader in its field. Micoperi is a well-known Italian marine contractor with a long
history as a specialist in underwater construction and engineering.
The requirements laid out for the job included refloating the hull in one piece while giving top
priority to minimize the environmental impact, protecting Giglios economy and tourism industry,
and maximising safety. To do this, Titan-Micoperi will set up shop on the mainland near
Piombino, where equipment and materials will be stored and crews will be housed, thereby
avoiding impact on the islands port activities and as not to clog up the islands limited hotel
accommodations. The consortium says the work will begin in July and is expected to last about
12 months. The plan to remove the wreckage has been divided into four basic stages, described
below in photos.
Stage 1:
After stabilizing the ship, a subsea platform will be built and caissons that can be filled with
water will be fixed to the side of the ship that is out of the water.
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The tieback chains prevent the wreck from sliding as forces are applied. Meanwhile fabrication
and then installation of subsea platform to support the ship.
Stage 2:
Two cranes fixed to the platform will pull the ship upright, helped by the caissons (a large
watertight chamber), which will be filled with water.

Install the flotation tanks on the port side by welding to framework which was previously
attacked to the hull. Pulling machines are connected to pulling points on the subsea platform.

With flotation tanks and pullers in place, the salvors can begin to roll the ship upright.
Stage 3:
When the ship is upright, caissons will also be fixed to the other side of the hull.

Stage 4:
The caissons on both sides will then be emptied after treating and purifying the water to protect
the marine environment and filled with air.
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Once floated, the wreck will be towed to an
Italian port and dealt with accordingly.
Meanwhile, the sea bottom will be cleaned and
marine flora replanted.
The plan was selected by an evaluation team
with specialist representatives from Costa
Crociere, Carnival Corporation & plc, London
Offshore Consultants. and Standard P&I Club,
with the collaboration of RINA and Fincantieri,
because it best fulfills the main objectives of the
operation — removal of the wreck in one piece, minimal risk, minimal environmental impact,
protection of Giglios economy and tourism industry, and maximum safety.
While this method has been used before to refloat ships, has it been never done on this scale.
One thing is sure, however. Whatever happens, the operation to refloat and remove the Costa
Concordia from the shores of Giglio will be a historic one and one the world will be keeping a
close eye on.

Stay Informed: Social Media Extracts - Your Institute Online
Linked In:
Marine Pilot Transfers via Helicopters - Do you have an opinion?
What are the benefits to pilots and the industry? What are the disadvantages?
Don C • Each has its advantages and disadvantages. If you want to learn first hand about both
and other important matters affecting all aspects of pilotage why not attend the 21st IMPA
congress in London in September where Helicopter Transfers and Pilot boats will be among
many matters discussed. http:www.IMPA2012.com
Vikas S • to me,it all depends on location(including weather factor) of port otherwise helicopters
are not not required at all. pilot launches do excellent job.......
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Alexander W • I think one issue that needs to be addressed is the training of the crew in
dealing with helicopter incidents. I currently work for an operator that manages cape-sized bulk
carriers where the helicopter transfer of a marine pilot occurs frequently. During a few shipboard
visits I have witnessed fire drills that focus on ditching on deck and it was very obvious very
quickly that the vessels did not have the right equipment readily accessible and that the crew
basically had no idea of the particular dangers and hazards associated with helicopter ditching
and aviation fuel fires. They didn't have the right kind of AFFF available nor was a suitably sized
foam branch available. I have had a difficult job convincing Masters and the accountants ashore
that while a pilot transfer is usually very fast, it is still important to be properly prepared. My
recommendations were to ensure that a helicopter response kit was available in a suitable
location on deck and that good quality fire fighting suits are available for the standby crew. I also
said that for any new buildings, it might make sense to have a fixed foam fire fighting appliance
in the vicinity of the helicopter landing area if it foreseen that the vessel will trade in areas where
helicopter transfer is common. I also think a proper risk assessment is important and that the
helicopter party are correctly briefed.

An oldie but a goodie:
The Captains Parrot
A magician worked on a cruise ship. The audience was different each week so the magician did the same tricks
over and over again. There was only one problem: the captain's parrot saw the shows each week and began
to understand how the magician did every trick.
Once he understood, he started shouting in the middle of the show, "Look, Its not the same hat!" or, "Look, he's
hiding the flowers under the table!" or "Hey, why are all the cards the ace of spades?"
The magician was furious but couldn't do anything. It was, after all, the Captain's' parrot. Then one stormy night on
the Pacific, the ship unfortunately sank, drowning almost all who were on board. The magician luckily found himself
on a piece of wood floating in the middle of the sea, as fate would have it ... with the parrot.
They stared at each other with hatred, but did not utter a word. This went on for a day... and then 2 days. and then
3 days. Finally on the 4th day, the parrot could not hold back any longer and said...
"OK, I give up. Where's the ship?"
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Are you a maritime professional? Join the Nautical Institute.

The presence and influence of The Nautical Institute confers professional standing on seafarers and those with
nautical qualifications. Seaways is the monthly journal which links members and provides an opportunity to keep
up-to-date and share knowledge.
Check out the NI website for all the details (www.nautinst.org). You can even register using the new on-line
system!
Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/thenauticalinstitute
Twitter at http://twitter.com/#!/NauticalInst
Linked In at http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Nautical-Institute-1107227/about

Dates for your calendars…
Sydney Branch of the Company of Master Mariners Of Australia
2nd Wednesday of the month Standing invitation to members
1830 hrs
NSW Sports Club, Hunter Street, Sydney
Contact Barclay Ross or Jillian Carson-Jackson
Joint NI / CoMMA meeting
2nd Wednesday of Feb, May, NSW Sports Club, Hunter Street, Sydney
Aug and Nov – 1830 hrs
Contact Barclay Ross or Jillian Carson-Jackson
Melbourne Branch of the Company of Master Mariners of Australia
Standing invitation to members
Wednesday of the month RACV City Club, 501 Bourke Street, Melbourne
1830 hrs
Contact Ms. Alex Evered (secmel@mastermariners.org.au ) or phone 03
9699 3332)
4th

Last Wednesday of the
month
1230 hrs

South Australia Branch of the Company Of Master Mariners of Australia
Standing invitation to members
Largs Pier Hotel, 198 Esplanade, Largs Bay
Contact: Howard Pronk (08 84475924 / 0417 714 649)

Please be aware that the NSW Sports Club not only wishes to have advance notice of numbers attending
meetings but will also charge for any “no shows” – cost for the fabulous three course meal is reasonable $35.00.
The Sports Club is quite strict about this so if you would like to attend a meeting advise Barclay Ross (02 9975
5578 or barclay.r@optusnet.com.au) or Jillian Carson-Jackson (sec@nisea.org) by the 1200 on the Thursday
before the meeting. Realising that unforeseen events arise, should you find that that you cannot attend please
advise Barclay by 0930 on the Monday before the meeting and the “no show” charge may be avoided.

The Nautical Institute SE Australia Branch is pleased to receive sponsorship from:

www.maritrade.com.au

www.carnivalaustralia.com
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